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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, social media has become more popular due to the advancement of Internet technologies and 

smartphone devices. Such platforms have generated interest among users to give their opinion. Social media-like 

Twitter- also plays an important role for business companies. Based on customer opinion about any product, 

business companies came to know more about customer choices. In the current scenario, millions of tweets are 

generated by people every year. But handling these huge unstructured tweets is not possible through the 

traditional platform. Therefore, big data framework, such as Hadoop and Spark, is used to handle such kind of 

large data. 

In this paper, different sale tweets are used to analyze the sentiments of customers regarding electronic 

products. The experimental results of the proposed work will be useful for various business companies to take 

business decisions, which will further enhance the product sales. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, have become vital constituents of 

daily life. People use these media to express their feelings, opinions, expressions, views and 

experiences about places or things [1]. Sentiment analysis is used to classify public opinion towards a 

particular topic or product. Various prominent categories of sentiment analysis, such as machine-

learning [2], lexicon-based [3] and hybrid [4] categories, are worked upon. A progressive practice has 

grown to draw out the information from data available on social networks. This data has huge 

potential and can be harnessed for business-driven application [5], such as movie review [6], product 

advertisement, public election [9], brand endorsement and many more.  

For real-time data analysis, Twitter is the rational choice due to a large amount of relevant data, 

compact and concise tweets up to 280 characters and simplicity to post an opinion. Real-time tweets 

are collected using hashtags (like #iphone, #OppoF9Pro). Opinion mining [7] approach was used to 

find polarity of tweets such as positive, negative and neutral. Knowing the collective sentimental 

affinity could help companies transform their strategies [5]. 

For many years, the problem of sentiment analysis has been studied and proposed solutions suffer 

from certain disadvantages. Constant problems with these approaches were centralized environment 

and time-consuming techniques, which scare many computational resources [8]. Furthermore, these 

standard approaches work on limited tweets and are not able to handle large size of tweets. Dubey et 

al. [9] proposed opinion-lexical approach in R platform to get insight about public opinion on political 

diplomats. However, the proposed approach works on a small dataset of approx. 3000 tweets. So, for 

enhancing the capability to handle a large number of tweets, we require distributed or parallel 

processing techniques, such as Spark. 

Al-Saqqa et al. [10] collected 4 million Amazon customers’ review dataset for large-scale sentiment 

analysis under Apache Spark framework. The dataset was tested for supervised machine-learning 

algorithm, where the model was trained using labeled training set. It applied classification techniques, 

where support vector outperforms Naïve Bayes and logistic regression, attaining an accuracy of 86%.  
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In the age of Internet with such massive data, there is a need for faster computing and distributed 

storage, leading to a framework like Apache Spark, Apache Hadoop and Map Reduce techniques. 

Spark has emerged as the most popular big data processing engine. It improves over its predecessor, 

i.e., Hadoop MapReduce. MapReduce provides a simple model for writing programs that could 

execute in parallel in cluster. Spark improves MapReduce in three ways. Firstly, Spark engine can 

execute more general Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of operators than the rigid map-then-reduce 

format of MapReduce. Secondly, it has a rich set of transformation, which enables the output of one 

operation directly fed into another operation. Lastly, Spark extends with in-memory processing. 

Developers can instruct to cache any point in a processing pipeline, so future operations that need 

same data don’t require to reload or recompute. It can be launched as a stand-alone or on cluster 

modes like Hadoop YARN, Apache Mesos and Kubernetes. It can integrate with distributed storage, 

such as HDFS, HBase and Cassandra. It is fast, much easy to use because of its high-level APIs in 

Java, Scala, Python and R. It has libraries, like MLlib for machine learning in Big data, GraphX for 

graph processing, Spark SQL and Spark Streaming [11]. 

In this paper, we do not propose any sentiment-prediction technique, but our aim is to analyze the 

eminent techniques regarding electronic products. We aim to perform sentiment analysis of data 

collected from Twitter using flume. These tweets are classified based on supervised learning 

approaches, such as Naive Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Logistic Regression 

classifier.  

The remainder of the paper is arranged in the following manner. Section 2 represents related work. 

Section 3 is regarding big data processing using MapReduce, Spark and MLlib. Classification 

techniques are shown in section 4. In section 5, we present the sentiment analysis framework. 

Moreover, section 6 demonstrates the comprehensive experimental results. Conclusion and future 

work are presented in section 7.  

2.  RELATED WORK 

Semantic analysis is the investigation of people’s opinions, beliefs, attitudes and emotions towards an 

entity, such as products, services, events, issues and topics [1]. It is the field of machine learning 

which has gained the attention of researchers since the beginning of the century. Miller et al. [12] 

introduces WordNet, an online database for English language semantic processing using synonym sets 

(synsets) relationship. SentiWordNet [13] is an advancement of WordNet as a tool for knowledge-

based word level processing via building a dictionary to find a score of each word. 

Kim and Hovy [16] operated on a word granularity by using initially some seed words and using them 

to create a net; they proceeded further to sentence level by combining the strengths of the words, as 

they classify people’s opinions. Moreover, Wilson et al. [17] operated on a phrase level, by running a 

supervised learning approach to determine the polarity or neutrality of phrases. Furthermore, 

document granularity [18] used word frequency and part of speech approach on Amazon reviews in 

categories, like books, DVDs, electronic and kitchen appliances to evaluate the response of people 

about the products. 

Twitter streaming API1 was used to gather data for product sentiment analysis [3]. The aim of using 

twitter data is to understand public opinion. Around 60,000 tweets were collected using Twitter API to 

analyze customer opinions on widely used smartphones in Korea [21]. Kumar et al. excavated 

opinions of the people about the quality of services provided by Airtel company [22]. For this purpose, 

they collected 80,000 tweets using the hashtag “#Airtel”. They assessed them using Naïve Bayes 

approach with an accuracy of 80.9% on Mahout installed over Hadoop to classify them into different 

classes. They used term frequency and inverse document frequency for internal processing. 

Various techniques, such as machine learning [2], entropy-based [24] and tree-kernel [25] techniques, 

are used for Twitter sentiment analysis. The hybrid algorithms presented in [26] for Twitter feed 

classification improve accuracy when compared with similar techniques. To increase accuracy, word 

sequence disambiguation [15] and negation handling [16] could be used. In [27], the authors mined 

tweets with emoticons and punctuations. They concluded that Naïve Bayes performance and accuracy 

                                                           
1Twitter Apps. Available online: http://www.tweepy.org/   

http://www.tweepy.org/
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are higher than those of SVM. Emoticons and hashtags [28] are employed as sentiment labels to carry 

out KNN classification of diverse sentiment types. Kaur et al. [28] have used Spark for processing 

large data. They have also used Bloom filter for inspecting element membership in any proposed set 

and space compaction.  

Agarwal et al. [25] used unigram model to classify Twitter data into 4 classes: positive, negative, 

neutral and junk, where junk included tweets not understood by a human annotator. They investigated 

on tree kernel and feature-based models and reported that these models outperform the unigram 

baseline. They highlighted that for feature analysis, prominent features were a combination of the prior 

polarity of words and their parts-of-speech-tags. However, they used manually annotated Twitter data 

for the test.  

Kaptein [29] studied what influence the tweets have on the reputation of the company. They explored 

the sentimental-bearing text (i.e. subjective text) for factual information to derive reputational polarity. 

For example, Nokia Smartphone blasted while charging has a negative reputation for Nokia Company. 

They suggested that developing a polarity lexicon for the specific domain will be cost-beneficial. 

In [10], the authors retrieved 4 million tweets, which required bulk processing speed and distributed 

storage, signifying the need for Big Data frameworks, like Hadoop and Spark. These frameworks are 

required to meet up the shooting data generation demand. Many researchers are using similar 

frameworks for tweet analysis [30]. Baltas et al. [31] has used Twitter data with Spark platform. In the 

proposed approach, they have used binary and ternary classification. The result of F-measure of 

feature vector of logistic regression indicated 62.8% positive, 59.2% negative and 54.2% neutral. Chan 

and Thein [32] used sentiment analysis on 60k real-time tweets using Apache Flume on iphone mobile 

product. The results show that linear SVM performs better than NB by 10 % and better than logistic 

regression by 2%.   

Earlier studies have shown that the traditional approach is suitable for limited data only. But, if we 

have a large amount of real-time tweets, we can’t process them with normal architecture and 

traditional approaches. Therefore, it is high time to develop a framework with distributed processing to 

improve accuracy and performance of the models. So, in this paper, we are working with Spark 

framework and have used Flume for fast data retrieval. We have demonstrated the results of semantic 

analyzers and their machine learning validation is shown in tabular formats and graphs to render a 

complete picture about accuracy gained. We have not formulated any semantic prediction technique, 

but have analyzed SVM, NB, logistic regression, decision tree and random forest techniques on 

unstructured real-time electronic product tweets using Big Data framework. We have attained the 

average accuracy of 91% in logistic regression that is outperforming all the competing techniques. 

3. BIG DATA PROCESSING 

Big data deals with large datasets which require complex processing and need huge storage. Big data 

frameworks are listed below. 

3.1 Hadoop 

Hadoop software library is an open source implementation of the MapReduce framework. It enables 

distributed and parallel processing of large datasets. It also provides distributed storage on cluster of 

computers [33]. Hadoop core contains MapReduce and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

HDFS is responsible for storing large datasets on the cluster, which are partitioned into blocks and 

distributed into nodes.  

3.2 MapReduce  

MapReduce model allows distributed processing across multiple nodes in a cluster.  It contains a map 

and a reduce function procedure, called mapper and reducer, respectively [34]. Input data is 

partitioned into the mapper phase and transferred to workers to execute the map function; each worker 

output is in key-value pairs after processing the data. Shuffle phase sorts the output and groups it by 

key. Reducer calls for every unique key and gets a set of values associated with key. MapReduce 

framework deals with the underlying parallelization, adjustment to internal failure, information 
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distribution between nodes and load adjustment. Data is replicated and distributed across nodes to 

improve both accessibility and reliability. 

3.3 Spark Framework 

Apache Spark2 is a fast and general framework for large-scale data processing. It is the improvement 

of Hadoop framework. Hadoop is ideal for large batch processing when we require to go through all 

data. However, its performance drops quickly for certain scenarios, e.g. when we have to deal with 

graph-based or iterative algorithms. Hadoop does not cache intermediate results but instead, it flushes 

the data to the dish in between each step. In contrast, Spark has a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) 

execution engine that allows cyclic data flow and in-memory computing. So, it can execute programs 

up to 100x times faster than Hadoop. It contains a set of libraries which combines streaming, SQL, 

graph processing and machine learning in a single engine. It provides many high-level APIs in Python, 

Scala, java and R and can run on Hadoop or standalone while using different data sources, such as, 

HDFS, Cassandra or HBase. It provides a programming model that hides the partitioning of dataset in 

cluster, using a new data structure called Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) [35]. RDD is an 

immutable distributed collection of records partitioned into different nodes of the cluster. Data-sharing 

abstraction property of RDD allows to run a wide range of APIs provided by Spark: MLlib, Spark 

streaming, Spark SQL and GraphX (graph processing). By default, RDDs are short-lived, so if they 

are used in an action, they need to be recomputed. However, they can persist in memory for frequent 

reuse.   

3.4 MLlib 

MLlib is Spark’s largest distributed learning library. It includes fast, scalable and easy implementation 

of common learning algorithms of machine learning, including classification, regression, clustering 

and collaborative filtering [36]. The library also has low-level primitives for convex optimization, 

statistical analysis tools, distributed linear algebra and feature extraction and provides various I/O 

formats, such as LIBSVM format, Spark SQL data integration3 and MLlib’s internal format. It shows 

excellent performance and scalability to handle larger problems. 

4. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

This section describes sentiment analysis phases. The complete process of sentiment analysis is shown 

in Figure 1. The following supervised classification approaches are used to predict the polarity of a 

tweet. 

4.1 Naïve Bayes 

Naïve Bayes is an easy probabilistic classifier, which uses Bayes Theorem with an assumption of high 

(naïve) independence between features. It had proven effective in many application domains, like 

system performance management [37], text classification, medical diagnosis and many more. It 

assigns the most favourable class to a given instance according to its feature vector which is given by: 

P (CL | X) = 
P(CL) * P (X | CL ) 

           (1) 
        P(X) 

where, X= (x1, x2, …, xn), indicating some independent feature vectors. 

CL : L possible outcomes (classes).   

X :  Tweet needing to be classified. 

P (CL | X): Posterior probability.  

P(CL) and P(X) : Prior probabilities. 

4.2 Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machine carries out classification by searching for the hyperplane (boundary dividing 

                                                           
2 Spark https://spark.apache.org  
3 Spark SQL https://spark.apache.org/sql/  

https://spark.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/sql/
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Figure 1. Sentiment analysis of tweet dataset. 

one entity set from another) that maximizes the margin between two classes. Hyperplanes are explored 

using “important training tuples” (support vectors) along with margins [38]. SVM can be implemented 

on both linear and non-linear datasets. SVM as a supervised learning classifier is popular due to its 

high reliability, varied application usage and less vulnerability to overfitted model [39]. 

We traverse linearly separable class using two-class problems. We are given a dataset S as (P1, Q1), 

(P2, Q2),………..(P|S|, Q|S|), where Qj is the class label whose value is from +1 to -1(Qj ∈ (-1, +1)). 

Qj is associated with Pj set of training tuples. 

Any hyperplane can be defined as P set of points satisfying  

 𝑊. 𝑃 − 𝐵 = 0 (2) 

where, W is normal vector to the hyperplane. 
𝐵

||𝑊||
  is the offset of the plane from the origin and normal 

vector W. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Support vector machine classifier. 
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Test 1 
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2 

Positive Tweet Negative Tweet 

Neutral Tweet 

Positive Tweet 

Polarity 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

We can plot multiple separating lines. We have to find the “best” line (least classification error), in 

general, best “hyperplane” by the maximum distance of the hyperplane to the closest negative instance 

and positive instance. Figure 2 shows SVM optimal hyperplane in training with sample tweets to 

classify positive tweets (star-shaped) and negative tweets (disk-shaped). 

4.3 Decision Tree 

Decision Tree is a flow-chart like structure, where each non-leaf node signifies test condition on the 

attribute; branches indicate the result of test and leaf node represents class label of entity set. First and 

topmost node is root node [25]. Tree is explored from top to bottom indicating classification rules. It is 

a decision support tool which is used to display the outcome of test condition, resource cost, utility 

along with an algorithm that contains a statement of conditional control.  

Decision tree can be converted into decision rules by association rules with target variable on right-

hand side. A decision tree can be used in temporal or causal relations [40]. Figure 3 shows decision 

tree classification processing based on test condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Decision tree classifier. 

4.4 Random Forest 

Random forest classifier is a tree classifier which is generated using independently selected random 

vector from input dataset. Each tree for most favourable class casts one vote to classify input vector 

[41]. It uses one or more combinations of features at every node to expand a tree. Bagging is a method 

to make training set via randomly drawing N replacement examples (N is the size of original training 

set used for feature selection). Every input instance can be classified by exploring most desirable voted 

class by all forest trees.  We can use GINI index as a measure of attribute selection, which weights 

attribute impurity of all classes. For a given training dataset D, choosing one cast and ascertaining that 

it belongs to a class Ci, could be written as: 

 ∑ ∑ (
𝑓(𝑐𝑖 , 𝐷)

|𝐷|
  )  (

𝑓(𝑐𝑗 , 𝐷)

|𝐷|
)

𝑗 ≠ 𝑖

 (3) 

where,  
𝑓(𝑐𝑖,𝐷)

|𝐷|
  is the probability of that labelled class belongs to class Ci. 

4.5 Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression is a predictive classifier that is used to a model-dependent variable using logistic 

function. Dependent variable is a categorical value having two categories labelled as “0” and “1” like 

(loose or win, sick or not sick, true or false, tea or coffee). Independent variable is numerical or 

categorical value. It is used to classify observations, in terms of whether an observation belongs to a 

particular category or not (positive tweet or negative tweet in our problem). 
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 Types of Logistic Regression: 

 Binary Logistic Regression: models binary outcome (yes/no). 

 Ordinal Logistic Regression: models an ordered response (completely disagree, disagree, 

somewhat agree, agree). 

 Nominal Logistic Regression: models a multilevel outcome which is insensitive to ordering 

(choice of a transport mode such as bus, car, train).  

Logit (log-odds) is a function which is equivalent to log odds of variables. If p is a probability of 

occurrence of an event (E= 1), then 
𝑝

1−𝑝
  represents the corresponding odds. Logit (E) is given by: 

 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝐸) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝

1 − 𝑝
) (4) 

A logistic curve is obtained by a logistic function. Logistic curve is just like a sigmoid curve the 

input of which is as any real value k (k € R), while the output value falls between (0, 1). Logistic 

curve is shown in Figure 4. Logistic function (k) is given by:                                                       

 𝑝(𝑘) =
1

1 + 𝑒−(𝛽0+𝛽1𝑘)
 (5) 

where, p (k) is the probability of dependent variable.  

𝛽0   : intercept from the linear regression equation. 

𝛽1𝑘 : Regression coefficient multiplied by some predictor value. 

𝑒    : Base e indicates the exponential function. 

 

            Figure 4. Logistic regression. 

 5. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

We present a framework for sentiment analysis which includes data collection, pre-processing, 

sentiment score calculation for tweets, classification and polarity prediction. 

5.1 Data Collection Using Twitter API by Flume 

Twitter is a corpus of 500 million published tweets by 321 million active monthly users4. This real-

time data provides immense opportunities to study social trends. Crawling data from Twitter was 

collected using Flume. Flume links Flume agent with web servers. This is done with API keys 

extracted from Twitter developer’s account. Twitter delivers Rest API and Streaming API to different 

client systems to absorb tweets. Figure 5 shows the process of data retrieval using Flume agent. 

Tweets are collected from source to channel and then from channel to HDFS sink. Different hashtags 

are used to collect live-stream data from Twitter. Description of used hashtags and collected tweets is 

shown in Table 1.  

                                                           
4 Statista 2019, February 2019, Number of monthly active Twitter users worldwide from 1st quarter 2010 to 4th 

quarter 2018 (in millions). Available: https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-

twitter-users/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-twitter-users/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-twitter-users/
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Figure 5. Twitter data collection.  

Table 1. Hashtag description. 

CATEGORY HASHTAGS/KEYWORDS # TWEETS 

TWEETS FOR 

MOBILE PHONES 

#Samsung 

# vivo #iPhone #htc #OppoF9Pro 

#Samsung # GooglePixel3XL #iPhone #htc #MiNote4 

#motoG 

1,00,000 

TWEETS FOR 

LAPTOPS 

#MacBookPro 

# iMac #HpEliteBook #ThinkPadLenovo #MSIGaming 

#chromebook # DellXPS #HPEnvy #AcerSwitch  

70,000 

TWEETS FOR 

TELEVISION 

#SonyBraviaKLV 

# AndriodTv #SamsungQLED #TCL #LGLED 

#PanasonicSmartTv # VizioLcd #rokuTv #OLEDTV 

50,000 

Data extracted from Twitter using Twitter API comes in JSON format. Figure 6 is a snapshot of raw 

tweets in JSON format.  However, JSON structure is not understood by user completely. Therefore, 

JSON Validator was used to validate data into a particular structure.  Figure 7 shows the refined 

structural tweets after processing raw tweets in JSON format. 

 

Figure 6. Sample of raw tweets in JSON format collected from Twitter. 

5.2 Pre-processing of Tweets 

One of the major tasks of semantic analysis is data filtering. It helps improve the efficiency of the 

classifier. Following are the pre-processing steps:  
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Figure 7. Sample of tweets in structured format. 

 Filtering – we eliminate useless parts of tweets, such as URL links, Twitter usernames, 

punctuations, hashtags, Twitter special words (such as “RT”), special characters and symbols. 

 Stop words removal –some words, such as pronouns (he, she, it), articles (a, an, the), don’t 

give any information for classification. Moreover, having these bags of words can lead to less 

accurate prediction. So, it’s better to eliminate these stop words [43]. 

 Stemming – it is a process of conversion of words in different forms into their single root 

word like “amuse”, “amused”, “amusement” and “amusing” have same root: “amus”. Result 

of stemming is less intuitive to humans, but more comparable across observations. Stemming 

decreases entropy and increases relevance of root words like “amus” [43]. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Pre-processing of Tweets. 

 Feature extraction - Tokenization is a process of segmenting text by spaces and punctuation 

marks into tokens to form bags of words. Feature transformation function, like StringIndexer, 

OneHotEncoder and VectorIndexer, is used to transform categorical terms into vectors. TF-

IDF is used to generate feature vectors from tweets. In TF-IDF, we compute TF (term 
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frequency), which is the occurrence frequency of a term in that document and IDF (inverse 

document frequency) measuring how infrequent a word is present across all the document. 

TF-IDF shows relevancy of a word into a specific document. Spark MLlib library has 

HashingTF and IDF algorithms to calculate TF-IDF [44]. Figure 8 shows the execution of pre-

processing steps. After completion of data filtering steps, we get refined tweets with their 

labels. A sample of tweets with their polarity is shown in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Sample of tweets with labels. 

5.3 Tweet Score Calculation 

This approach uses a standard list of positive and negative words to detect the polarity of a tweet. 

Based on availability of positive or negative words within tweets, a sentiment score is generated. 

Polarity of a tweet, such as p(t) can be represented as {-1,0,1} referring to a negative, neutral and 

positive tweet, respectively [45]. 

A score of a tweet S(t) can be calculated as:  

 𝑆(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖∈𝑡

 (7) 

where, p(i) is the polarity of term i in tweet. Polarity of a tweet can be determined as follows:  

          1, if St > 0 (positive) 

P(t) = -1, if St < 0 (negative) 

           0, otherwise (neutral) 

After score calculation for each tweet, we have training datasets with their polarities, such as positive, 

negative and neutral. 

5.4 Model Implementation 

ML is a dataframe package API, introduced in Spark 2.0. From start, spark framework has MLlib as 

an RDD-based API. To carry out the implementation in Spark, we need to follow some steps. 

Firstly, import data into DataFrames. these are a distributed collection of data organized into named 

columns, which makes Spark programming easier and simpler to develop.  

Secondly, transforms, such as Tokenizer (), StopWordRemover (), HashingTF (), Tf-Idf, are used. 

Transformer is an algorithm which can change one dataframe to another.  

Thirdly, estimators are used to implement method fit(), which accept dataframe and make a model, 

such as logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, random forest, linear SVM and decision tree.    

    val Estimator = new LinearSVC() 

    val Estimator = new NaiveBayes().setLabelCol("label").setFeaturesCol("features") 

    val Estimator = new LogisticRegression() 

Lastly, to combine ML algorithms into a single pipeline, we use Spark ML standardize APIs. Pipeline 

chains multiple transformers and estimators together in order to specify an ML workflow.  
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     val pipeline = new Pipeline().setStages(Array(labelIndexer, tokenizer, remover, hashingTF, idf,  

Estimator)) 

     val model = pipeline.fit(training) 

In this classification step, to train the model, 70% of the dataset is randomly selected for training and 

30% for testing.  

   val predictions = model.transform(test) 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section describes the details of experiments conducted on the Spark framework.  

6.1 Environment Description 

We conducted experimental tests on Spark framework using a single node configuration. To achieve 

the desired performance, we have operated on Intel quad-core 3.0 GHz processor with a RAM of 8 GB 

and a storage capacity of 1 TB on Ubuntu 18.0.1 operating system. We configured Spark version 

2.3.0, Scala version 2.11.6, Hadoop version 2.8.4, Flume 1.7.0, Hive 2.1.1 and Java-8.  

We have used three different types of dataset related to electronic products; i.e., mobile phones, 

laptops and televisions, corresponding to 100 K, 70K and 50K tweets.  

6.2 Polarity of Datasets 

In this section, we have a pictorial representation of polarity in relation with phone, 

laptop and television tweets. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the polarity of datasets indicating the ratio of 

positive, neutral and negative tweets, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Polarity of phone dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Polarity of Laptop Datasets. 
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Figure 12. Polarity of television dataset. 

6.3 Performance Evaluation 

Before the model can be used to classify new data, evaluation of model on test dataset is important. To 

measure the effectiveness or quality of models, different metrics are being used. 

The simplest model of evaluation metric is precision. It measures the exactness of the model. It 

calculates what fraction of positive classified data is actually positive. Recall is another simple 

measurement. It measures the completeness of the model. It calculates what percentage of positive 

data is classified as positive. Accuracy measures what fraction of data is accurately classified. F-

measure and AUC are commonly used metrics for model evaluation. F-measure is the weighted 

harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is the trade-off between precision and recall, whose score 

lies between 0 and 1. F-measure with score 1 states the best model whereas 0 states the worst model.  

AUC (area under ROC): It is a binary classifier generally evaluated using AUC evaluation metric. It 

measures the aggregate performance with every classification parameter. It plots true positive rate and 

false positive rate at random positive or negative observations. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix, 

which is a specific table layout that allows visualization of the effectiveness of a model. 

Table 3. Confusion matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Precision = 
   TP 

                                             (7) 
TP+FP 

Recall = 
   TP 

                                            (8) 
TP+FN 

Accuracy = 
      TP+FN 

                                                  (9) 
TP+FP+FP+TN 

                                    F1 = 
2.Precision.Recall 

                         (10) 
Precision + Recall 
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Furthermore, the performance of different machine learning classification approaches is shown in 

Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6, respectively. 

Table 4. Performance comparison (phone dataset). 

Classification Approach Accuracy Recall F1-measure Precision 

Naïve Bayes 0.82277 0.82277 0.82639 0.83386 

SVM 0.85200 0.85200 0.84441 0.85011 

Logistic Regression 0.86358 0.86358 0.86006 0.86054 

Decision Tree 0.74882 0.74882 0.67685 0.79132 

Random Forest 0.73647 0.73647 0.64792 0.79835 

Table 5. Performance comparison (television dataset). 

Classification Approach Accuracy Recall F1-measure Precision 

Naïve Bayes 0.81973 0.81973 0.83528 0.87702 

SVM 0.89777 0.89771 0.89098 0.89178 

Logistic Regression 0.91084 0.91084 0.90813 0.90724 

Decision Tree 0.81713 0.81713 0.73632 0.75132 

Random Forest 0.81713 0.81713 0.73632 0.75132 

Table 6. Performance comparison (laptop dataset). 

Classification Approach Accuracy Recall F1-measure Precision 

Naïve Bayes 0.81027 0.81027 0.81552 0.83448 

SVM 0.86609 0.86609 0.86328 0.86434 

Logistic Regression 0.91084 0.91084 0.90813 0.90724 

Decision Tree 0.70493 0.70493 0.60479 0.76341 

Random Forest 0.68892 0.68892 0.57204 0.77147 

 

6.4 Comparison of Different Machine Learning Approaches 

In this subsection, we have performed a series of tests using different machine learning classification 

approaches under the big data framework on our dataset. This comparison is carried out under 

different parameters. Figures 13 and 14 show the comparison of varied approaches in relation to 

training and prediction time on different datasets. 

Figure 13 shows that for training the model, Naïve Bayes classifier takes less time related to all three 

categories. Similarly, to prepare the model, random forest classifier takes more time. It also informs 

that there is a direct relation between tweet size and training time; i.e., as tweet size increases, training 

time also increases. 

Prediction time comparison using all approaches is shown in Figure 14. We can further conclude that 

logistic regression takes more prediction time in all three cases, while all the remaining approaches 

take approximately the same prediction time. Figure 15 shows accuracy comparison of all the 

approaches. This figure illustrates that logistic regression performs better for larger data sizes with an 

accuracy of 86% in the phone, 91% in the laptop and 91% in the television classes. 
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Another comparison measure is AUC (Area under the curve). The comparative result set value is 

shown in Table 7. It determines which approach best predicts the classes. Based on this view, Figure 

16 shows that both SVM and logistic regression classification approaches perform good, compared to 

the other approaches. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Training time comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Prediction time comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Accuracy comparison. 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we analyze sentiments of different electronic product tweets. For this, real-time tweets 

are collected from the Twitter platform using different hashtags. Additionally, Flume was used to 

consume real-time tweets in big data framework. After pre-processing of collected tweets, sentimental 
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Table 7. AUC results. 

Classification Approach Laptop TV Phone 

Naïve Bayes 0.5028828 0.3904879 0.5012804 

SVM 0.9277823 0.9281304 0.9100904 

Logistic Regression 0.9357323 0.9475399 0.9200218 

Decision Tree Classifier 0.6800121 0.7552956 0.5545057 

Random Forest Classifier 0.8290897 0.8136763 0.8095101 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. AUC comparison.  

analysis has been performed by different supervised classification approaches. The experimental 

results show that the logistic regression approach has higher accuracy for all used datasets. 

Sentimental analysis comparison was carried out on the basis of Accuracy, F-measure and AUC.  

Due to enhancement and popularity of social media platforms, such comparative results are more 

useful for business companies. They can easily help identify people’s sentiment towards any specific 

electronic product or item. Based on sentiments, various decisions can be made. 

In our future work, we intend to work on multiclass approaches to identify the exact polarity of tweets 

instead of positive, negative and neutral. In addition, we will work to enhance the accuracy of the 

approaches under big data technologies.  
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 ملخص البحث:

م ، أصيييييس ئ  اييييي  ا   لا صيييييا  جدلًييييي  ن تييييي      دييييي    فييييين  يييييا   ل ييييي رفييييين  الحييييي       ييييي

  يييييييعل  يييييييرأ  ريييييييز   حهييييييي ي  جولرويييييييئ  أد ييييييي      ييييييي      ع هييييييي    اييييييي  أ ييييييي  ئ  ح ييييييي ي 

 ا ر ييييي   اييييي   لا صيييييا  جدلًييييي  ن  تلً  ييييي   جفلييييي    يييييه.   ًكيييييل   ه.   ييييي         ييييي    يييييع    

      ًيييييييي    عيييييييير  ي  ى ًيييييييي      حيييييييي     رييييييييز    لا صييييييييا  جدلًيييييييي  ن،   ييييييييا  ييييييييا لر،       

    يييييي  .  ييييييا   حييييييل   يييييي ،   ييييييست   عيييييير  ي  رييييييز   يييييي    رييييييز   لهيييييي   ي     يييييي  .   فيييييين 

ع   ييييا  يييي  تيييي  ااييييئ   يييير ت.،  لا يييي     ييييه.   لنر يييي  ي  يييي. اسييييا   حيييي    ييييا اييييح    ج أ    ل  

  ع ، فييييي  ييييي     كييييي       يييييا  ييييي.   لنر ييييي  ي نهييييير   ً هكرييييي   يييييه   ًكحييييي    سييييير   ًح ييييي    ل ره  ييييي

.  كيييييل  م  ييييي –تييييي   ا  ايييييس       يييييا – وييييي ي    ييييي ً  هأ ييييي   ىل ييييير     صييييي   ً    ييييي    س

 أدا   ل   ا    تع    حا   .   سه و ي     ً  

 عيييييي    فيييييين تييييييعم   ا ايييييي ،  ييييييل   اييييييل   م  نر يييييي  ي  ل ريييييي     ًسه يييييي ي  ل رهييييييا          يييييي  .

ا   لييييير  اييييييلك  ل ر سهييييي   ر ًييييييا   ً  ًحل ييييي ي  ج كلر وهييييي      يييييي     تييييي      ييييييز أ    حلييييي    

ر يييييي  ذ ي ف  يييييي    ر   يييييي   يييييي. تيييييير  ي  ى ًيييييي     هيييييي   كيييييي   ت  فيييييين    يييييي ذ    يييييير   ي   ًل 

    ً    ،  ى ر   عل  . ت وه أ    ًا  رز   كه.  سه       .   ًحل  ي 
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